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Abstract.
Accurate radial velocities have been obtained with the CORAVEL

photoelectric scanner at ESO, La Silla, for 36 F-M supergiants in the 30
Dor and Shapley II regions of the LMC (5h20m < RA(2000) < 5h50m

,

-70°09' < Dec (2000) < -68°30'). On the basis of these data, we revisit
the content and spatial extent of the four kinematical groups of F-M
supergiants discovered in this area by Prevot et al. 1989. Each is the
oldest part of a larger star forming region, recognized by young HII regions
or CO clouds, and/or a surrounding Ho + [NIl] superbubble. We discuss
various gas tracers including the interstellar sodium and calcium lines.

In order to study the structure in depth and age of this interesting region
of the LMC, we used different sets of data: accurate radial velocities of F-
M supergiants, the HI survey at Parkes telescope by Rohlfs et al. (1984) and
Luks et al. (1992), and additional HI data of better sensivity at 9 positions by
Meaburn et al. (1987). These data along with the high resolution Nal and Call
ISM observations in front of 35 OB stars allowed us to correct the description of
the HI gas distribution in the quoted survey (especially towards the S-E of the
field and the HI poor center of Shapley II). In addition, OB stars with known
velocity and data on CO clouds (Cohen et al. 1988; Johansson et al. 1998) and
the associated dust allowed a first hint on the depth structure in the region under
study. We obtained revised parameters of the four kinematical groups of F-M
supergiants and we attempted to relate each of them to a larger star formation
region .

• Shapley II (276.3 ±3.5 (s.e.) km s-l, N == 41) inside the superbubble
LMC3 (Meaburn 1980) and 30 Dor 1 (288.7 ±3.9 km s-l, N == 11) are related
to one or two distinct extended HI features of similar velocities in which the star
formation nearly exhausted the gas .

• 30 Dor 2 (266.4 ±4.4 km s-l, N == 26) extends from -69 0 30' to LH 90 and
the core of the 30 Dor nebula and probably to the North and East to Sk-68°135,
Sk-69°270, Sk-69°247. Ll designates this complex. It is obscured in all its S-E
part by a large amount of dust linked to CO clouds.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the structure of the 30 Dor and
Shapley II regions. The four kinematical groups of F-M supergiants,
Shapley II, 30 Dor 1, 30 Dor 2 and 30 Dor 3 are indicated inside the
(very approximate) boundaries of the associated star forming regions.
Open circles indicate the OB stars we used .

• 30 Dor 3 (249.7 ±5.1 km s-l, N = 14) is the oldest part of a star forming
region orientated North-South, here labelled L2, rich in young HII regions and
CO clouds around N159 (Johansson et al. 1998).

We show that LIlies behind L2 and behind the HI cloud related to 30 Dorl.
More details on this work will be given in a forthcoming paper.
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